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This study focused on medical care in a single country (China) and in regions with

different economic backgrounds and different economic development levels to determine

the effect of healthcare expenditure on short- and long-term economic growth. The

study supported some interesting conclusions: (1) For most areas of China, increasing

healthcare expenditure has a negative impact on economic growth in the short term but

promotes growth in the long run; (2) Under different levels of economic development

within China, there is significant heterogeneity in the interaction between healthcare

expenditure and economic growth; (3) The negative effects of healthcare expenditure

on short-term economic growth are greater during periods of economic turbulence

than during times of stability; and (4) Healthcare expenditure has a negative effect on

underdeveloped areas through the accumulation of material capital, while in economically

developed areas, this channel has the opposite effect. To improve the quality of medical

and health protection and the quality of life and welfare, China needs to consider the

development characteristics of different economic zones and establish a multilevel,

systematic and diversified medical and health protection system.

Keywords: healthcare expenditure, economic growth, time-varying, transmission channel, China

INTRODUCTION

In early 2020, COVID-19 unexpectedly swept the world, with more than 80 million people
diagnosed and nearly two million dead in less than a year. Governments worldwide launched a
series of targeted measures to protect people’s health and save their economies. However, it is
not possible to both “protect people’s livelihood” and “promote the economy.” If strict isolation
is implemented to prevent the further spread of the virus, it will result in a costly sharp drop
in income, a soaring unemployment rate and an economic downturn. Even countries that try
to maintain economic activities with the expectation that mass immunization will take effect
may find that this strategy does little to maintain the normal operation of the economy. From
a global perspective, with the advent of autumn and winter, the number of infected people has
not decreased. Instead, the new coronavirus has mutated. The pain brought by COVID-19 may
continue to affect human society well into the future. China was the first country to confront this
new epidemic, but it also took the lead in restoring economic order under the epidemic, which
was closely related to the anti-epidemic disaster relief provided by the government for the Chinese
people regardless of the cost. China has made great efforts in the fight against COVID-19. On
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June 7, 2020, the White Paper on China’s Action against the
Epidemic of Coronavirus Pneumonia published by the Press Office
of the State Council of China showed that the average medical
cost for confirmed patients nationally was ∼23,000 yuan, and
the treatment cost of individual critically ill patients reached
up to millions of yuan. All of these costs were borne by the
state, and the total expenditure was well-beyond 1 billion yuan.
The interaction between healthcare expenditure and economic
growth is one of the key areas of public health research in China.
The sudden outbreak of COVID-19 and the resulting trade-
off between “protecting people’s livelihood” and “promoting
the economy” increase the value of discussing the impact of
healthcare expenditure on the market economy. Not only China,
but the whole world is facing such a test, especially at the time
when the COVID-19 epidemic is raging. Is it possible to balance
“protecting people’s livelihood” and “promoting growth” as much
as possible, directly affecting the development of a country or
region’s medical and health security system, people’s livelihood
and welfare, and long-term economic development. For the
whole world, the establishment of a multi-dimensional, three-
dimensional, and targeted medical and health security system is
of great practical significance.

A medical and health security system can provide people
with better medical care, effectively improve the health status
of residents, improve life expectancy, and increase social welfare
and overall safety (1, 2). However, its impact on economic growth
is still subject to debate. Theremay be differences in the economic
growth effect of healthcare expenditure given different economic
contexts, and the path through which healthcare expenditure
influences economic growth is not clear. Countries with different
medical insurance systems have various consumption behaviors
and investment concepts, and so they experience diverse effects
of healthcare expenditure on economic growth, which is a
topic of broad interest (3–7). However, the heterogeneity of
the effect of healthcare expenditure on economic growth in
distinct regions of the same country has not been discussed in
depth. In a country like China, in particular, with its vast land
area and great differences in development between the north
and the south, different economic zones will have distinct the
economic structures (8–13). Therefore, the impact of healthcare
expenditure on economic growth is also likely to differ. Further
comparative analysis is needed to reveal the complex mechanism
through which economic growth affects healthcare expenditure
in each economic zone within the same country.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that previous studies
have discussed the effect of health expenditure on economic
growth from various perspectives and reached many meaningful
conclusions. However, there are still several research gaps to be
filled. The previous literature generally studied the economic
growth effect of healthcare expenditure based on the constant
parameter method, but, in fact, there should be differences
in the impact of healthcare expenditure on economic growth
against different economic contexts, and the constant parameter
model cannot describe this subtle variety. Previous research
that adopted an econometric model to identify the economic

growth effect of healthcare has been able to partially identify
the different impacts of health expenditure on economic growth
among countries with diverse economic systems but has not
paid sufficient attention to the same differences in impacts across
different development regions within a country. Most of these
studies treat the impact of domestic healthcare expenditure
on regional economic growth as homogeneous, and they do
not explore the dynamic trajectory of the impact of healthcare
expenditure on economic growth in different economic zones.
In addition, there is no research that incorporates the numerous
economic variables involved in the process through which
healthcare expenditure acts on economic growth into the
systematic analysis framework. The lack of important influencing
variables may lead to a large deviation between the analysis
results and the real economy, which is another reason why many
studies fail to reach a unified conclusion on whether healthcare
expenditure drives or inhibits economic growth.

In view of this gap, this paper attempts to construct a non-
linear model of the dynamic time-varying relationship between
healthcare expenditure and economic growth in China under a
systematic analysis framework with a large number of possible
economic variables and then empirically identifies the impact of
medical and health spending on economic growth in China and
in its distinct domestic economic regions, analyzing the possible
transmission path for the impact of healthcare expenditure on
economic growth. Compared with the existing literature, the
marginal contribution of this paper is as follows. First, an
econometric model with time-varying parameters is constructed
to identify the effect of healthcare expenditure on economic
growth to effectively capture whether healthcare expenditure
stimulates or inhibits economic growth given different economic
contexts in different periods.We also identified and distinguished
the economic growth effect of healthcare expenditure in China
nationally and regionally, which provides empirical evidence
for the differential and comprehensive improvement in China’s
medical security system. Second, this paper provides not only
an effectively analysis of the dynamic adjustment mechanism
behind healthcare expenditures’ impact on economic growth but
also discusses the path through which healthcare expenditure
impacts economic growth under a systematic analysis framework
including a broad set of possible economic variables. This work
offers a new understanding of the transmission characteristics for
the effect of medical care and health on economic growth and can
be regarded as a critical supplement to current research on the
improvement in the medical security system.

The rest of this document is arranged as follows: the
second section offers a literature review and develops the
hypotheses. The third section constructs the time-varying
parameter measurement model and introduces the selection
of variables and data description. The fourth section analyzes
the economic growth effect of healthcare expenditure, discusses
the influence and transmission path between China’s health
expenditure and economic growth in different economic areas,
and conducts a robustness test. The last section summarizes the
full work and provides policy recommendations.
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LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS
DEVELOPMENT

As a vital guarantee of national livelihood security, the medical
security system plays a stabilizing role in economic development.
During rapid economic development, the government can
increase medical security expenditure on a large scale and
improve medical security treatment to buffer the speed of
economic development; when the economy is at a low,
medical security expenditure can replace residents’ preventive
savings and stimulate domestic demand to encourage residents’
consumption. In the past, most studies on the relationship
between expenditure and economic growth have focused on
the macro perspective (14–16). Some scholars deem that the
rise of medical security expenditure will directly affect the
consumption and investment tendencies of employees, effectively
guarantee the quality of human capital (17), prolong life
expectancy (18), and reduce infant mortality (19) to improve
the savings rate, play a positive role in the growth of per capita
income, and positively facilitate economic advance. However,
the research of other scholars supports the completely opposite
conclusion. Zhu and Hu (7) believe that healthcare expenditure
will produce a negative effect on economic growth, which
can be suppressed by enhancing the coverage rate of the
medical security system. Likewise, Yang et al. (20) established an
endogenous growth model and found that health expenditure
would inhibit economic growth. According to the literature
on China’s health expenditures as well as economic growth,
for low-income families, coverage of the medical security
system is an effective guarantee of consumption. Although
medical security consumption augments household expenses,
it has a significantly promoting function on non-medical
consumption and, in this way, influences economic growth. Tao
and Wang (21) divided Chinese government health expenditure
into four categories—medical and health service expenditure,
medical security expenditure, administrative affairs expenditure
and population and family planning affairs expenditure—and
considered that only government medical security expenditure is
able to promote positive economic growth. Accordingly, the first
set of opposing hypotheses explored in this paper is established:

Hypothesis 1a. China’s healthcare expenditure has a positive
effect on economic growth.
Hypothesis 1b. China’s healthcare expenditure has an
inhibitory effect on economic growth.

Although the direction of medical and health spending on
economic growth is indeterminate, a considerable number
of studies have discussed this issue. In contrast, the specific
mechanism through which healthcare expenditure effects
economic growth has been ignored. Representative research
results show that the economic growth effect from healthcare
expenditure is mainly realized through the accumulation of
material and human capital. Specifically, healthcare expenditure
will occupy household consumption expenditures and directly
affect the consumption allocation of residents. Based on
precautionary savings theory, this behavior will raise household

consumption and reduce savings as well as the speed of material
capital accumulation (22). As a result, economic growth is
slowed; however, the medical insurance system can avoid
the poverty caused by illness to a certain extent and stabilize
income expectations by reducing the economic risk of residents.
Numerous scholars have also proven that the medical security
system is a “necessity” rather than a “luxury” for most countries
from mathematical and empirical perspectives (23), while the
medical security system can enhance personal savings during
the working span of the labor force (24, 25). Thus, it produces
a positive impact on economic growth. In other words, the
direction of the impact of material capital accumulation on
medical expenditure on economic growth is uncertain. The
research conclusions regarding the effect of human capital
accumulation on healthcare expenditure and thereby on
economic growth are relatively uniform. Zhu et al. (26) and Jia et
al. (27) and other scholars deem that the increase in healthcare
expenditures can not only reduce the newborn mortality rate
and prolong the average life span but also increase investment
in health and educational capital by increasing leisure time
through the substitution effect, which can play a positive role in
promoting the economic growth effect of healthcare expenditure.
The relationship between material capital accumulation, human
capital accumulation and health expenditure on economic
growth can be summarized as follows.

China is a developing economy: the medical security system
is not perfect, the population is large, and a considerable part
of the population has little disposable income. Therefore, in
the short term, healthcare expenditure creates real pressure
on middle- and lower-level families, further reducing their
disposable income and thereby affecting economic growth. A
long-term medical insurance system can effectively alleviate the
family poverty caused by illness, providing a significant umbrella
for ordinary families in the face of natural and man-made
disasters and preserving the time and energy of residents for
investment in human capital reserves, so it may have a positive
impact on economic growth. Based on this reasoning, the second
assumption of this paper is proposed:

Hypothesis 2. China’s healthcare expenditure plays a role
in economic growth through the accumulation of material
and human capital. The material accumulation channel has a
negative impact on the economic growth effect of healthcare
expenditure in the short term and a positive effect in the
long term. The human capital accumulation channel has a
positive impact on the economic growth effect of healthcare
expenditure in both the short and long term.

Few researchers have also attempted to seek the mechanism
through which medical security expenditure affects economic
growth considering aspects such as residents’ consumption,
aging, degree of economic openness, employment rate, economic
development level, etc. (28–32). Taking into account the
imbalance in regional economic development in China,
healthcare expenditures in different regions are also significantly
different. Merely considering the economic growth effect of
China’s healthcare expenditure from a national perspective will
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not provide a comprehensive understanding; therefore, the last
assumption of this article is proposed:

Hypothesis 3. The economic growth effect of China’s healthcare
expenditure is significantly different in different regions.

METHODS AND DATA SOURCES

To test hypotheses 1, 2, and 3, this paper designs the following
research process.

Data Sources
This paper focuses on the effect of China’s healthcare expenditure
on economic growth and holds that healthcare expenditure will
have different effects on long- and short-term economic growth.
The impact of healthcare expenditure on economic growth is
regulated by the medical security system and is mainly realized
through the accumulation of material and human capital. In
this study, China’s healthcare expenditure is represented by the
proportion of healthcare expenditure in GDP (%), short-term
economic growth is represented by the quarterly per capita GDP
growth rate (%), and long-term economic growth is represented
by the 5-year per capita GDP growth rate (%). When discussing
the transmission path for the effect of medical expenditure
on economic growth, the accumulation of physical capital and
human capital are, respectively represented by the total amount
of fixed assets investment and the percentage of education
expenditure in GDP (%). The specific data are described in
Table 1.

In addition, considering that the effect of healthcare
expenditure on economic growth will be influenced by many
other economic factors, if the many economic variables
potentially involved are not included in the systematic analysis
framework, the empirical research results may deviate from
the actual economic situation. Considering the latent factors
that may affect the relationship between health expenditure
and economic growth and the availability of data, this paper
identifies and classifies 78 influencing factors, mainly related
to the level of economic development, macroeconomic status,
economic openness degree, population aging and so on. All
data are quarterly data from the Wind database. The obvious
seasonal factors are processed by X-12, the non-stationary data
are processed by the ADF test, and some missing data need to be
supplemented by interpolation.

Estimation Method: SV-TVP-FAVAR Model
All the factors that may impact the economic growth effect
of healthcare expenditure are included in the Databaset .
Concurrently, to eliminate the curse of dimensionality caused by
including too many variables in the traditional model, we use the
method of Bernanke and Boivin (33) to extract the data in the
background dataset into several common factors that cannot be
observed. The method is as follows:

Databaset = 3obobt + 3unUnt + εt (1)

where 3ob and 3un are factor loading matrices. obt and unt
are the observable part and the unobservable part, respectively.

εt˜N (0,�t). Abstracting a large amount of information into
several unobservable common factors can effectively avoid the
problem of missing key data variables. However, if the economic
growth effect of China’s healthcare expenditure is calculated by
the classical VAR model (34), it will be limited by the constant
parameters of the model, with the exception of the degrees of
freedom. A constant parameter model means that no part of the
economic system can vary with time, and this would make it
difficult to capture the effect of medical expenditure policy on
economic growth in distinct economic periods. Therefore, in the
above FAVAR framework, the parameters in themodel are further
extended to the time-varying mode:

{

xit = λ̃
f
i ft + λ̃lilt + λ̃wi wt + ζit

yt = b1tyt−1 + ...+ bptyt−p + ξt
(2)

λ̃
f
i λ̃li and λ̃wi are the dynamic factor loading matrices in turn, and

ft is the extracted common factor, whose dimension is defined as
(3 × 1)1; [lt ,wt] is composed of long- and short-term economic
growth rate and health expenditure as observation variables and
proxy variables, respectively.

i=1,...,p, t = 1, ...,T,ξt˜N (0,�t),ζit˜N
(

0, exp
(

hit
))

.
Furthermore, let the residuals in Equation (2) be random

walks; then, by solving the equation, we can obtain:

xt = λf ft + λllt + λwwt + Ŵ (L) xt + εt (3)

Ŵ (L) = diag
(

ρ1 (L) , ..., ρn (L)
)

, ρi (L) = ρi1L + ... +

ρiqL
q;λj = (In − Ŵ (L)) λ̃j,j = f , l,w;εt˜N (0,Ht),H =

diag
(

exp
(

h1t
)

, ..., exp
(

hnt
))

. The form of residuals with the

random walk is hit = hit−1 + ηht ,η
h
t ˜N (0, σh). Thus, the SV-TVP-

FAVAR model is constructed and used to analyze the economic
growth effect of China’s healthcare expenditure.

Model Construction
Using the above framework to verify the first set of hypotheses
and making full use of the advantages of MATLAB high-
dimensional computing, we can draw the three-dimensional
impulse response diagram for the effect of China’s health
expenditure on economic growth. Further exploring the
transmission channel for the economic growth effect of health
expenditure to test hypothesis 2, we can construct the following
regression equation:

[

I
short
I
long

]

=

[

βK
short,t

0

0 βL
long,t

]

[

FK
FL

]

+

[

βL
short,t

0

0 βK
long,t

]

[

FL
FK

]

+

[

eshortt

e
long
t

]

(4)

Ishort and Ilong are the short- and long-term economic growth
effects of health expenditure, respectively; FK and FL are the
effects of material capital accumulation and human capital

1This article also tried to extract other numbers of common factors, but these did

not have a significant impact on the empirical results. The results are available on

request.
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TABLE 1 | Statistical description of the main variables in the article.

Var. Var. Def. Sam. Per. Mean Max. Min. Std. Dev Median

HCE_CN Healthcare expenditure in GDP (%) 2003Q1–2019Q4 4.503 7.545 0.652 0.233 4.766

GDP_S China’s quarterly per capita GDP

growth rate (%)

2003Q1–2019Q4 3.004 5.611 1.548 0.130 2.607

GDP_L China’s 5-year per capita GDP growth

rate (%)

2003Q1–2019Q4 12.598 17.707 8.300 0.388 12.575

PCA Physical capital accumulation

expenditure in GDP (%)

2003Q1–2019Q4 57.806 1.271 0.112 52.578 0.714

HCA Human capital accumulation

expenditure in GDP (%)

2003Q1–2019Q4 18.674 22.670 15.428 0.223 18.433

GDP, represents China’s gross domestic product; Sam. Per., represents sample period; Var., variable; Max., maximum; Min., minimum; Std. Dev., standard deviation.

accumulation, respectively; βK
short,t

, βL
short,t

, βK
long,t

and βL
long,t

are the respective time-varying coefficients of physical capital
accumulation and human capital accumulation in the effect
of health expenditure on economic growth. Further referring
to Primiceri (35) and Nakajima et al. (36), we can divide
[

eshortt e
long
t

]′

into lower triangular matrix A, diagonal matrix 6

and white noise sequence δt :

[

ekt

]

= α−1σδt =







1 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

ak1 · · · 1







−1 





σ1 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · σk






δt (5)

Following Equation (3), let the model have the form of random
fluctuation, and all the residuals conform to the innovative
random walk. Then, this model can verify how the leading
factors in the effect of health expenditure on economic growth
change under diverse economic contexts. If hypothesis 2 is true,
βK
short,t

, βL
short,t

, βK
long,t

, and βL
long,t

should be time-varying, and

their strength will depend on the economic context. If the short-
term impact of health expenditure on economic growth is mainly
negative through the channel of material capital accumulation,
and the long-term impact on economic growth is mainly positive
through this channel, then there should be βK

short,t
< 0,βK

short,t
>

0. If, through the accumulation of human capital, the effect of
health expenditure on economic growth is positive in both the
long term and the short term, then βL

short,t
, βL

short,t
> 0.

In reality, China possesses a vast territory, and its economic
development gap between different regions is large. To
comprehensively test hypothesis 3, considering China’s economic
areas and data availability, we select Beijing, the capital
of China; Tianjin, a municipality directly under the central
government in northern China; Jilin, a representative in
the northeastern part of the old industrial base; Sichuan, a
representative area in southwestern China; and Inner Mongolia,
a representative in the Yellow River basin, to fit the impact
of health expenditure in each region on the short- and long-
term growth of China’s economy and transmission channels.
For a description of the economic data selected in this paper,
please refer to Table 2. If hypothesis 3 is true, IEZ

short/long
=

[INMG, IJL, ISC, IBJ , ITJ] should be time-varying and distinct from

each other. β
EZ,K
short/long,t

= [βK
NMG,t ,β

K
JL,t ,β

K
SC,t ,β

K
BK,t ,β

K
TJ,t] and

β
EZ,L
short/long,t

= [βL
NMG,t ,β

L
JL,t ,β

L
SC,t ,β

L
BK,t ,β

L
TJ,t] will also show

different characteristics due to the difference in economic range.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Unit Root Test and Selection of Optimal
Lag Order
Before conducting empirical research, it should be noted that
all economic variables included in the systematic analysis
framework should be handled as stable to avoid the problem
of spurious regression. Table 3 provides the ADF test results
for health expenditure in China, Inner Mongolia, Jilin, Sichuan,
Beijing, and Tianjin, as well as the short- and long-term economic
growth data of the corresponding regions, all of which are
consistent with first-order stationary data. Similarly, the ADF
test is carried out to measure the material capital accumulation
and human capital accumulation of the possible transmission
path of the economic growth effect of health expenditure in
different economic regions, and the consequences are also put
into Table 3. It can be seen that material capital accumulation
and human capital accumulation in diverse economic regions of
China are stable data after handling.

Empirical Results of the SV-TVP-FAVAR
Model
This section is based on the model in the previous section.
First, the historical characteristics of the evolving effect of
China’s healthcare expenditure on economic growth are analyzed
by the time-varying parameter method, and then the possible
transmission path for the healthcare expenditure effect on short-
term and long-term economic growth is discussed based on the
pulse response method. Overall, the comprehensive combination
of the dynamic change in the effect of China’s healthcare
expenditure on economic growth and its mechanism in recent
years allows us to obtain some revealing findings as follows:

Figure 1 demonstrates three-dimensional impulse response
diagrams of the impact of healthcare expenditure on short-
term economic growth in China, Inner Mongolia, Jilin, Sichuan,
Beijing and Tianjin. In this figure, the x-axis is the time
dimension and reveals the time point of the impact of health
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TABLE 2 | Statistical description of China’s healthcare expenditure in different regions.

Var. Var. Def. Sam. Per. Mean Max. Min. Std. Dev Median

HCE_NMG Inner Mongolia’s proportion of

healthcare expenditure in GDP (%)

2003Q1–2019Q4 0.996 1.817 0.174 0.056 1.019

HCE_JL Jilin Province’s proportion of

healthcare expenditure in GDP (%)

2006Q1–2019Q4 1.383 2.720 0.147 0.081 1.330

HCE_SC Sichuan Province’s proportion of

healthcare expenditure in GDP (%)

2006Q1–2019Q4 1.564 2.241 0.160 0.072 1.701

HCE_BJ Beijing’s proportion of healthcare

expenditure in GDP (%)

2009Q1–2019Q4 1.409 1.610 0.366 0.033 1.444

HCE_TJ Tianjin’s proportion of healthcare

expenditure in GDP (%)

2011Q1–2019Q4 0.689 1.271 0.112 0.048 0.714

HCE, represents China’s healthcare expenditure in different regions; Sam. Per., represents the sample period; Var., variable; Max., maximum;Min., minimum; Std. Dev., standard deviation.

TABLE 3 | The results of ADF unit root tests for healthcare expenditure (HCE) and GDP.

Regions HCE GDP_S GDP_L

Level First difference Level First difference Level First difference

CN −1.609 −3.526** −1.955 −8.366*** −2.804 −1.179*

NMG −0.039 −4.433*** −1.401 −8.844*** −0.980 −8.326***

JL −0.336 −6.520*** 0.695 −8.144*** 0.6334 −8.135***

SC −2.361 −3.079** −2.300 −8.614*** −2.018 −8.081***

BJ −1.609 −4.496*** −1.867 −6.315*** −2.046 −8.128***

TJ −1.492 −3.823*** 0.462 −8.239*** 1.462 −7.976***

*, **, or *** denote that the null hypothesis is rejected at the 10, 5, or 1% significance levels; HCE, represents China’s healthcare expenditure in different regions; GDP_S and GDP_L,

represents China’s short-term economic growth and long-term economic growth in different regions, respectively.

expenditure on the economy in the short term; the y-axis is
the response dimension, showing the duration of the impact
of health expenditure on economic growth; and the z-axis
indicates the strength of the effect of health expenditure on
economic growth. From the results of the empirical analysis,
health expenditure has a significant negative effect on short-
term economic growth in China. Specifically, in the short term,
an increase in the proportion of health expenditure will lead to
a decrease in the short-term economic growth rate. From the
time dimension analysis, it can be found that during the period
of global economic crisis and the new normal of the Chinese
economy, the impact of health expenditure on economic growth
in China, except for Tianjin, has increased significantly, which
shows that the public health insurance system further inhibits the
speed of economic growth when the economic system is seriously
impacted. This is consistent with the economic facts, since in
the period of global economic crisis included in the sampling
interval, a multitude of enterprises closed down, the economy
fell into stagnation, and the unemployment rate rose abruptly.
These negative factors all led to weak economic growth. China’s
entry into the “new normal” is similar. At this stage, facing
a more complex and changeable domestic and international
environment, China had a slower economic growth rate, and
its economic development mode changed from “quantity” to
“quality.” Therefore, in this economic context, enhanced health
expenditure will undoubtedly increase the financial burden of
the government and negatively impact short-term economic

growth. Similarly, the impulse response results support the
above inference. When China’s economic system is affected by
a negative external impact, the duration of health expenditure’s
impact on economic growth is extended, and the adverse effect
of the increase in health expenditure on the speed of economic
growth lasts longer during periods of economic fragility.

Figure 2 shows the impact of health expenditure on long-term
economic growth. The x-axis and y-axis are the time dimension
and response dimension, respectively, and represent the time
point and duration of the impact of healthcare expenditure on
long-term economic growth in China, while the z-axis is the
three-dimensional impulse response amplitude of the economic
growth effect of healthcare expenditure. In general, compared
with the negative impact of health expenditure on short-
term economic growth, the heterogeneity of health expenditure
on long-term economic growth is more obvious, verifying
hypothesis 3. The overall data of China show that healthcare
expenditure will promote long-term economic growth. The
reason may be that the establishment of the medical and
health security system has greatly improved the situation of the
overall population, thus increasing the effective labor supply
and promoting economic growth through the accumulation of
human capital in the long run. The reason may also be that
from a nationwide perspective, the medical insurance system
can effectively reduce the probability of poverty caused by
illness and reduce the economic risk of residents, increasing
personal savings in the long run and having a positive impact
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FIGURE 1 | Three-dimensional impulse response of China’s short-term economic growth in different regions. Each subfigure with the title of “X → Y” demonstrates

the response of variable Y to an orthogonalized positive shock to variable X. In other words, X is an impulse variable, and Y is a response variable. One period in the

figure denotes one season.

on economic growth by way of material capital. Through the
in-depth analysis of the impact of health expenditure on long-
term economic growth in diverse economic regions of China,
it can be seen that improvement in health expenditure still
resists long-term economic growth most of the time for Inner
Mongolia, Jilin, and other regions, and this adverse impact on
long-term economic growth shows an increasing trend in the
time dimension. Because both inner Mongolia and Jilin are old
industrial bases with similar economic structures and are among
China’s relatively underdeveloped areas, their main driving force
for economic growth comes from the labor-intensive secondary
industry. In recent years, the economic gap between northern
and southern China has gradually widened, which has also led
to the further slowdown of economic growth in Inner Mongolia
and Jilin. The pressure of healthcare expenditures on local
finances is more apparent in these two regions, which reduces
the benefits of the improved medical and health security system.
Sichuan is located in the hinterland of Southwest China and
is rich in resources. In recent years, a group of urban areas
led by Chengdu have developed rapidly, undertaking part of
the spillover capacity in the Yangtze River Delta. The increase
in healthcare expenditure in Sichuan can slightly stimulate

economic growth during a period of stable economic growth
but will have a certain negative impact on long-term economic
growth as China’s economy enters the new normal. After 2018,
with the improving economic development of Sichuan Province,
local finance can withstand the pressure of increasing healthcare
expenditures. Therefore, the long-term positive effect of the
medical and health security system on the economy is obvious,
showing that the impact of healthcare expenditure on long-
term economic growth has increased. Beijing is the capital of
China, and it thus undertakes more administrative functions.
The impact of healthcare expenditure will accelerate Beijing’s
long-term economic growth most of the time but cause a
negative response to Beijing’s long-term economic growth during
a period of shifting national economic growth. Tianjin, one of the
municipalities directly under the central government in China, is
one of the core areas of the Beijing Tianjin Hebei Economic Zone,
which undertakes part of the productivity transfer in Beijing.
For Tianjin, healthcare expenditure will significantly promote
local economic growth, and its long-term effect on economic
growth has an increasing trend over time, which indicates that the
advantages of healthcare expenditure on the long-term economic
growth of Tianjin are greater than the disadvantages. The results
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FIGURE 2 | Three-dimensional impulse response of China’s long-term economic growth in different regions. Each subfigure with the title of “X → Y” demonstrates

the response of variable Y to an orthogonalized positive shock to variable X. In other words, X is an impulse variable, and Y is a response variable. One period in the

figure denotes one season.

are similar to the economic growth effect of national healthcare
expenditure.

In conclusion, the results of the three-dimensional impulse
response function illustrate the impact of health expenditure
on short- and long-term economic growth and offer an initial
exploration of the possible causes of heterogeneity in the effects
of medical and health expenditures on economic growth in
different economic contexts and different economic regions.
The empirical results show that hypothesis 1 is incomplete.
In the short run, increasing health expenditures will have a
negative impact on economic growth, while in the long run,
the benefits of increasing health expenditure gradually emerge,
as reflected in the acceleration of long-term economic growth.
Specifically, for distinct economic regions in China, the growth
of short-term healthcare expenditures will lead to a decline in
economic growth, but the corresponding results for the long-
term impact of healthcare expenditure on economic growth are
significantly different, so hypothesis 3 is tenable. To further
test hypothesis 2 and to further explore the impact of health
expenditure on economic growth, we simulated the role of
the physical and human capital accumulation channels in the
transmission process.

There are significant differences between physical capital
accumulation and human capital accumulation. Physical capital
investment has a faster effect, including it among short-term
capital returns. However, human capital investment often has
an exceedingly long lag before returns are realized. Whether
the returns come through improving national health and
then improving effective labor time or through accumulating
investment in education for the next generation, they cannot
be obtained in a short time. This paper investigates the role
of physical and human capital accumulation channels in the
economic growth effect of healthcare expenditure in China, Inner
Mongolia, Jilin, Beijing, and Tianjin; the results are summarized
in Table 4.

As shown in Table 4, in the short term, the material
accumulation channel will have a significant negative impact
on the economic growth effect of healthcare expenditure, which
indicates that increasing healthcare expenditures will enhance
the local financial burden in the short term, increase residents’
living expenses, and thereby affect consumption, which will
significantly inhibit short-term economic growth. Although the
accumulation of human capital has a positive effect on the
economic growth of healthcare expenditure in the short term,
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the effect is smaller than that from the accumulation of material
capital. There are two reasons leading to the phenomenon in
which an increase in healthcare expenditure brings about a
decline in short-term economic growth. In the long run, human
capital accumulation channels have a positive influence on the
effect of healthcare expenditure on economic growth, and this
effect is higher than its short-term effect across all economic
regions of China. The empirical results are consistent with the
economic facts: human capital accumulation tends to take effect
in the long run. The impact of material capital accumulation
on the effect of healthcare expenditure on economic growth is
more complex. The accumulation of material capital in the Inner
Mongolia, Jilin and Sichuan regions played a negative role in the
long term, with effect ranges of −0.1277, −0.0135, and −0.0027,
respectively. All of China, Beijing and Tianjin were positively
affected by the accumulation channels of material capital,
with effect sizes of 0.0376, 0.0565, and 0.0707, respectively.
This illustrates that for the material accumulation channel of
China’s medical expenditures, economically developed areas
will benefit more in the long run because the residents in
developed areas have more disposable income, and coverage
from the medical security system can reduce family healthcare
expenditure in the long run, thus effectively protecting families
from poverty caused by illness. At the same time, personal
savings can increase more quickly in economically developed
areas and then promote economic growth through long-term
material accumulation channels. In contrast, in economically
underdeveloped areas, fiscal tension, insufficient disposable
income and increased healthcare expenditures will crowd out
residents’ consumption and reduce savings, leading to a decline
in long-term economic growth. However, for the whole country,
the medical security system is undoubtedly necessary. Although
the long-term economic growth of underdeveloped areas will
be negatively affected by healthcare expenditures and may need
certain “subsidies” from developed areas, healthcare expenditures
across the country, whether through the accumulation of physical
or human capital, will contribute to long-term economic growth.
To a certain extent, healthcare expenditures can help to improve
people’s welfare and economic efficiency in the long run.

Robustness Analyses
In this section, we utilize two common robustness test methods
to verify the above empirical results. First, the sampling interval
is replaced by other subintervals to verify whether the main
conclusions we obtained are still valid in other time periods and
to try to avoid the influence of the sampling interval on the
main research conclusions. Second, by changing the lag order
in the SV-TVP-FAVAR model, we can measure the reliability of
the above empirical research conclusions from the perspective of
the model.

Alternative Sample Period
In the baseline analyses, to explore the economic growth effect of
national medical and health expenditure, we selected a sampling
interval from the first quarter of 2006 to the fourth quarter of
2019; however, the sampling range for analyzing the economic
growth effect of medical and health spending in other economic

TABLE 4 | The role of physical capital accumulation and human capital channels in

the economic growth effect of healthcare expenditure in China’s different regions.

Regions PCA HCA

Short-term Long-term Short-term Long-term

CN −0.0916 0.0376 0.0356 0.2392

NMG −0.0075 −0.1277 0.0074 0.0195

JL −0.0093 −0.0135 0.0067 0.0053

SC −0.0332 −0.0027 0.0077 0.0164

BJ −0.0411 0.0565 0.0304 0.0138

YJ −0.0063 0.0707 0.0031 0.0186

PCA, represents physical capital accumulation expenditure in GDP (%); HCA, represents

human capital accumulation expenditure in GDP (%).

TABLE 5 | Robustness test results: change in the sampling interval.

GDP_S GDP_L GDP_S GDP_L

HCE_CN −0.387 1.471 HCE_SC −0.014 −0.007

HCE_NMG −0.182 0.659 HCE_BJ −0.039 0.384

HCE_JL −0.078 −0.052 HCE_TJ −0.265 0.515

regions of China is limited by the availability of data in each
economic region. The effect of health expenditure on economic
growth mainly occurs through the accumulation of physical
and human capital, but the effect of health expenditure on
economic growth is inevitably also affected by other economic
variables. To address this issue, this paper introduces the idea
of factor enhancement, which abstracts major possible economic
variables into three unobservable common factors to include as
many factors as possible in the systematic analysis framework.
However, the problem is that a longer sampling interval implies
that more factors that may ultimately affect the effect of health
expenditures on economic growth are included, and the sampling
intervals selected in different areas are also diverse. Apart from
the sampling interval selected in this paper, does the effect of
medical and health expenditure on economic growth still support
our main conclusions? To verify the robustness of the empirical
research conclusions for other sampling intervals, we choose the
first quarter of 2017 to the fourth quarter of 2019 as a new
adoption interval that is unified in each region. The verification
results are shown in Table 5, and they are analogous to the
original conclusions. The results consistently support that the
increase in medical and health expenditure is not conducive to
short-term economic growth but can benefit long-term economic
growth. For other subintervals, such as from the first quarter of
2010 to the fourth quarter of 2012 and from the first quarter of
2015 to the fourth quarter of 2017, we also verify our previous
conclusions. Due to the limited space, these results are reserved
for retrieval.

Alternative Selection of Variable Lag Order
In the baseline model, the first-order lag is adopted according
to the AIC; thus, in this section, we change the lag order in
the model. With the other conditions remaining unaltered, we
change the lag order of the model and then use the second-order
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FIGURE 3 | Robustness test results: change in the selection of the variable lag order. The results shown in the figure are for the second-order lag. Due to space

limitations, the empirical results of the remaining lagged orders are not listed individually but maintained for reference. Each subfigure with the title of “X → Y”

demonstrates the response of variable Y to an orthogonalized positive shock to variable X. In other words, X is an impulse variable, and Y is a response variable. One

period in the figure denotes one season.

lag model and the third-order lag model to analyze the effect of
medical and health expenditure on economic growth. The results
are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that altering the lag order of
the model fails to change the previous empirical results, proving
that the conclusions of this paper are robust.

Alternative Number of Common Factors
This paper conducts an empirical analysis under a framework
that contains many variables related to the effect of China’s
healthcare expenditure on economic growth. In the factor
extraction section, we extracted three common factors. To further
verify the robustness of the model test results, we attempt to
conduct four and five common factor extractions, and the results
show that changing the number of common factor extractions
does not change the core conclusion of this article. Due to space
limitations, the specific empirical results are not listed but have
been maintained for reference.

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY
IMPLICATIONS

The coverage of the medical security system has a vital impact

on people’s economic ability to support their lifestyle, and

medical and health expenditures also significantly affect

the speed of economic growth. However, few scholars

have deeply investigated the impact of medical and health
expenditures on economic growth in distinct regions of
the same country or explored the mechanism behind these
effects. By constructing a systematic research framework, this
paper analyzes the mechanism through which medical and
health expenditures influence economic growth. It offers a
comprehensive consideration of potential influencing factors
and selects time series data of China and its different economic
regions (including Inner Mongolia, Jilin, Sichuan, Beijing, and
Tianjin) from the first quarter of 2006 to the fourth quarter
of 2019 to empirically test the effect of medical and health
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expenditure on economic growth and its internal mechanism by
using a time-varying parameter model, which can capture slight
dynamic changes in the economic system.

The results of the empirical research presented in this paper
demonstrate that in China as a whole, increasing medical and
health expenditure will produce a negative impact on economic
growth in the short term, but in the long term, it will stimulate
economic growth. Due to China’s vast territory, the level of
healthcare and economic development vary greatly for different
regions, which will undoubtedly affect how medical and health
expenditures influence growth in diverse economic regions
within China. When our research focuses on China, we find
that there are obvious differences in the effects of medical and
health spending on economic growth in different regions. The
increase inmedical and health expenditures suppresses economic
growth in Inner Mongolia and Jilin over the sampling range. It
also played a negative role in the economic growth of Sichuan
most of the time, though its role has become positive in recent
years. Medical and health expenditures play a driving role in the
economic growth of Beijing, Tianjin, and other regions, which
illustrates that these are a relatively heavy burden on the local
finances of subdeveloped areas in China. Due to the fragile
economic environment, inadequate infrastructure and other
reasons, the benefits brought by the improved medical security
system are insufficient to alleviate the pressure on residents and
local governments caused by increased expenditures, thereby
causing the regional economic growth rate to slow down in the
short and long term. For the developed areas in China, due to the
high level of infrastructure construction and the high disposable
income of residents, medical and health expenditures can provide
more convenient health protection for residents. Through the
substitution effect, residents can enhance their leisure time for
health management and engage in education expenditures to
promote investment and consumption, which in turn will benefit
the local economy in the long run.

The empirical analysis of the effect of medical and health
economic growth also reveals that the long- and short-term
effects of medical and health expenditures on economic growth
are achieved through the accumulation of physical and human
capital. The direction of the effect of the accumulation of physical
capital on the growth of medical and health economies is
uncertain, but the accumulation of human capital tends to play
a positive role in the short and long term. Through the in-
depth analysis, it can be seen that an increase in medical and
health expenditure in underdeveloped areas (Inner Mongolia,
Jilin) in China plays a negative role in short-term economic
growth through the channel of material accumulation, while in
developed regions (Tianjin, Beijing), that same channel plays the
opposite role. The effect of the transmission channel is consistent
with the above empirical results in that the economic growth
of underdeveloped areas is restrained by an increase in medical
expenditure, and the economic growth of developed areas is
restrained in the short term but significantly increased in the
long term.

Not only China but the whole world is facing the need to
balance between “protecting people’s livelihood” and “promoting
growth,” especially when COVID-19 is spreading globally.

Finding a balance between the two with limited resources
is a momentous task. The research conclusion of this paper
further verifies that the medical security system is a necessity,
and its construction as well as its coverage is an important
path to ensure people’s livelihood and while simultaneously
promoting growth. The research illustrates that a sound medical
and health security system must be established, producing a
positive impact on economic growth in the long run and
effectively promoting economic growth through long-term
material capital accumulation and human capital accumulation.
Substantial economic growth can increase government revenue
and provide strong support for the enrichment of livelihood
projects. However, there is a major imbalance in China’s internal
regional development. Therefore, the construction of China’s
multilevel medical security system cannot be deferred, and
certain policy preferences and supporting expenditures are
needed for economically underdeveloped areas. The research
conclusion of this paper is that a medical security system is
irreplaceable for people’s livelihood in China, as “ensuring the
people’s livelihood” is a vital way to promote long-term economic
growth; the results affirm the need for the government to spare
no effort to treat COVID-19 during the epidemic, motivated by
the desire to restore order to the economy as soon as possible,
and this need is of great significance to the establishment of a
long-term sustainable medical security system in China.
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